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Abstract: (1) In a context of an unprecedented global pandemic, an analysis of the effects of political disinformation on audiences is needed. The U.S. election process culminating in the official proclamation of Joe Biden as president has led to an increase in the public’s distrust of politics and its leaders, as public opinion polls show. In this context, the change in the electorate’s attitude towards Donald Trump, throughout the legislature and especially after the elections, stands out. So, the objective of this research was to determine, through the measurement of surveys, the views of the electorate on the behavior of the Republican candidate and the possible causes that determine the loss of confidence in his speeches and comments. (2) The methodology, a comparative quantitative-qualitative approach, analyzed the responses collected by Pew Research waves 78 and 80 (2020 and 2021). Specifically, the surveys analyzed were 11,818 U.S. adults in the case of the American Trends Panel 2020 and 5360 in the case of the same panel for 2021. (3) Results showed the change of position of the electorate, especially Republicans, in the face of the policy of delegitimization of the process and Trump’s populist messages on Twitter. (4) Conclusions pointed in two directions: society has decided not to trust Trump, while at the same time showing distrust about the correct management of the electoral ballot.
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1. Introduction

Post-election polls of the US presidential election (3 November 2020) state that 60% of Americans think that Biden legitimately won the election; however, the same poll also asserts that 70% of Republicans pointed out that the Democratic candidate was not legitimately elected (Balz et al. 2021). These data reflect the polarization of citizen opinions (Bennett and Pfetsch 2018) and the distrust of voters towards politicians and institutions (Waisbord 2018a). The direct consequences are related to the instability of representative democracy (Mounk 2018) and of constitutional rights in a pandemic context, which favors the increase of misinformation (Salaverría et al. 2020). In this context, the rise of fake news in social networks (Van Der Linden et al. 2020) has occurred in parallel with the primacy of extreme political populism (Román-San-Miguel et al. 2020; Kissas 2019).

The most immediate antecedents happened during the legislature of Donald Trump (Waisbord 2018a), a leader who criticizes elites and appeals to emotions (Schneiker 2020; Block and Negrine 2017), relying on Twitter as a tool for political tactics (Persyli and Tucker 2020; Roth 2018). He is also a leader who advocates negationism, as opposed to reason, appeals to emotion and defends anti-intellectualism and politically incorrect language, vindicating the simple man (Almansa Pérez 2019). In this context, the theory of the multimodal use of the network stands out (Bracciale and Martella 2017), with a key role in the development of electoral campaigns (Campos-Domínguez 2017).
The differential factor that has marked the 2020 elections has been the denunciation of fraud of the results and the lack of recognition of Biden’s triumph that Trump has maintained until his departure from the White House. We put the focus on the final phase of a political process that was dominated by the effects of platforming, polarization and conspiracies of the leader. This process stood out in the social networks, and especially on Twitter, a thread of messages, with a combination of textual marks of hate, threats, stereotypes and lies (Van-Dijk 2015) that, to say the least, have permeated citizen attitudes. The high point of rejection could be visualized with the riots of the assault on the Capitol by a sector of Republican supporters and the decision of Twitter to close Donald Trump’s account (@realDonaldTrump), sanctioning the leader’s disinformation and his discourse against institutional stability.

From this perspective, the following objectives were put forward:

O1. To find out the causes of the fall in the electorate’s confidence in Donald Trump after the U.S. elections.
O2. To find out, from the opinion polls, the electorate’s opinion on Donald Trump’s populist discourse based on the delegitimization of the electoral results.
O3. To understand the change of attitude of the Republican electorate following the events related to the attack on the Capitol.

2. Background

2.1. Leadership and Cyber Populism’s Influence at Election Time

There are several reasons that encourage approaching the rise of populism as an alternative to the failure of savage capitalism and hyper globalization (Cox 2018). However, populism represents, above all, a communicative and discursive staging, beyond being a symptom of the political, social and economic reality of the moment. So, this research is based on the conception and meaning of populism insofar as it represents a political tendency that seeks to attract the popular classes through any propagandistic or communicative discourse or action (Bracciale and Martella 2017). As such, for this study, we opted for a definition of a populist communication style, since we started from the theory of discursive approaches already launched by Cox (2018), Bracciale and Martella (2017), Block and Negrine (2017) and, more recently, from the contributions of Pich and Newman (2020) or Schneiker (2020).

In modern democratic societies, populists, both on the left and on the right, pretend to adopt empathy with the people, whom they theoretically represent (Moffitt and Tormey 2014). However, this connection with society, with voters, can be stylistic and rhetorical (Kissas 2019) and can also be ideological, in that it focuses on the content of the messages sent with a political and/or propagandistic character. In this line, Donald Trump represents this combination of traits that define him as an influencer and macro-strategist of political marketing (Pérez-Curiel and Limón-Naharro 2019).

As Pich and Newman affirm in their study, a political leader is, therefore, a brand. Because the precepts of political marketing, in fact, are based on this idea (Ahmed et al. 2017). Additionally, in brand management, everything communicates discourse, image, message and actions (Jiménez-Marín et al. 2021). The figure of the media politician, the celebrity politician (Street 2012), generates a connection with a disaffected public (Wood et al. 2016) and shows himself to be a superhero, (Block and Negrine 2017) and savior before the system. After the elections concluded, Donald Trump’s campaign remained active and an emphatic succession of messages about the delegitimization of the results proliferates on Twitter. Cyber populism, as a current linked to the use of technology and the Internet is installed behind a message of hate, threat, stereotypes and lies, with democratic consequences that can be very harmful (Gerbaudo 2018). Personalization, victimhood and spectacularization with doses of satire and ridicule of the other (Milner and Phillips 2016) have allowed him to gain supporters among Republicans while provoking strong opposition among conservatives (De las Heras Pedrosa et al. 2017). From this approach, Donald Trump has thus embodied, as a political figure, an extreme model on social, political and
economic issues. Since his first electoral campaign, and until the end of his only term in office, he has shown an authoritarian style based on biased, unusual and unsubstantiated messages on race, gender, sexuality and foreign policy. He has implemented a discourse with groundbreaking, irreverent, provocative, insulting, aggressive and offensive language (Plantic et al. 2017) combined with simple, impulsive and uncivil language (Ott 2017).

Since the 2016 campaign in the USA, Donald Trump has shown a political profile that defines him as an influencer (Montoya and Vandehey 2009; Pérez Ortega 2014), a role that refers to a set of external personal perceptions that condenses the expectations, promises and experiences that a person offers before others (Vos and Van Aelst 2018). Social networks, especially Twitter, uncover a candidate with a personalized brand (Vázquez Sande 2017) that not only provokes his political adversaries but also voters, parties and media of related ideologies. This is a personalization that is considered as the main characteristic of democratic politics in the 21st century (MacAllister 2007).

This capacity to attract citizens’ attention reached relevant heights in his second electoral appointment. However, the intensity of the conspiracy and fraud discourse against the development of the electoral process, in addition to citizen disagreements regarding the management of the pandemic or the international confrontation, may have been the cause of a division of public opinion in the post-electoral polls (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2020), which confirmed a change of attitude in the electorate, as well as a decrease in the support of Republicans, which were largely sympathetic to the candidate. There is an arithmetic progression of falling confidence and criticism of the leader’s management, as can be observed thanks to the data provided by Gallup Poll (2021), due to which it could be observed how Trump’s approval fell exponentially and almost constantly. It was clearly seen how this increased as populist messages harangued the masses to mobilization (Bevelander and Wodak 2019), as we can see in Figure 1. In this regard, it should be remembered that the 2020 U.S. presidential elections took place on 3 November, and the Pew Research survey was conducted between 8 and 12 January 2021, which means that 65 days passed between the two processes, a little over two months.

![Figure 1. President Donald Trump’s Job Approval Ratings, Full Trend. Source: (Gallup Poll 2021).](image)

Other polls (Gallup Poll 2021) show Trump’s loss of support with respect to other American presidents in the post-election period and underline that he is the leader who leaves the White House with the most negative score of all (−12 points), a fact linked to factors such as the delegitimization of the elections, the effects of the assault on the Capitol (January 2021) or the second impeachment process (February 2021), as we can observe in Figure 2.
2.2. Audience Activism against Trump’s Infodemic in Times of Crisis

The 2020 U.S. presidential elections were a focus of world interest, together with the health crisis caused by the coronavirus. Both events converged in a climate of confusion and public reaction to misinformation. At the beginning of April 2020, 113 million unique authors had shared messages on Twitter about COVID-19 (Heidi 2020). Freedom of speech allows social networks to spread any unverified misinformation and fake news (Rosenberg et al. 2020). Some messages are apocalyptic and produce a fear effect that accompanies the infectious disease (Aleixandre-Benavent et al. 2020). In this framework, Trump’s conspiracy narrative, which accuses China of causing the pandemic disease, the promotion of drugs such as hydroxychloroquine without scientific backing (Chadwick and Cereceda 2020) or his attitude of politicizing and downplaying the virus stood out. This contributed to the increase in citizen criticism of the government’s management of the pandemic. Positive opinions of support for Biden and rejection of Trump’s behavior in the face of the situation the country stood out. The Pew Research Center’s November 12-17 American Trends Panel survey found much greater agreement on the need for additional government assistance in response to the coronavirus outbreak. A large majority of Americans (80%) recognized the need for the president and Congress to approve more aid to tackle the virus in addition to the $2 billion package enacted in March. A whole chain of events that may explain the decline in support for Trump’s policies and the animosity of a growing electorate that was expressing its disagreement with Trump’s tactics and use of lies in social networks.

As a general thesis, in election periods there is an arithmetic increase in invented news (Waisbord 2018b) which in the case of Donald Trump constituted the common thread of his messages on Twitter. As in the 2016 elections, Trump stood out for his constant appeal to sentiment, xenophobic statements against minorities (Fuchs 2017), his rupturist domestic policy with the past and his grandiloquent foreign policy (Ramírez Nárdiz 2020). A dynamic of fake news propagation was reproduced and a climate of polarization (Graham et al. 2013), spectacularization (Baym 2010) and social chaos is looming. Cyberrhetoric (López Meri 2016) is defined as a marketing strategy of the incumbent. The naturalness and spontaneity of the messages, imitating the television format, with an authentic style, more amateur than professional (Enli 2017) and unorthodox (Berger 2017), brought Trump support from his followers on Twitter. Paradoxically, Trump breaches the rules of use of this network and emphasizes a discourse of political controversy and denial of the results that proliferated until the end of his mandate.

Already throughout the 2020 campaign, a decrease in citizen support was observed in the face of a policy of disinformation, active since Trump’s beginnings as a candidate in the
USA (Gallup Poll 2021). An accumulation of antecedents can explain the animosity of a part of the electorate towards the figure of the president. In the election arena, Trump’s discursive strategies regarding the production of fake news exceeds that of previous elections in 2016 (Kaiser 2020), generating a confrontation with the media that was been maintained throughout his administration. The Washington Post’s verification blog awarded him the maximum score on the dishonesty scale—four “Pinocchios”—by observing that 64% of his statements were totally false (Pérez-Curiel and Limón-Naharro 2019). Data revealed that fabricated stories favoring Donald Trump were shared 30 million times, quadrupling the number of shares in favor of Hillary Clinton (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017).

In parallel, the increasing rates of fake news on social networks had already alerted public institutions and social platforms of the potential consequences of a hyper-connected audience with a disinterest in public affairs (Lee and Xenos 2019) and ignorance of hard news (Williams and Deli-Carpini 2011). This makes it a target for misinformation (Bennett and Livingston 2018), polarization (Neudert and Marchal 2019) and political fallacies (Pérez-Curiel and Molpeceres 2020). Along these lines, international bodies (European Commission 2018) promote the creation of an independent group of experts (digital platforms and technology companies, fact-checkers, media, academics or members of civil society) in order to study possible legal ways to combat disinformation. Similarly, digital platforms such as Facebook, Google, Mozilla Firefox or Twitter have showed their commitment to contributing by designing standards of self-regulation and transparency for the 2019 European election campaign and other future elections (Tuñón Navarro et al. 2019). From this initiative derives a Twitter commitment published on its personal blog (Roth 2018), prior to the 2020 presidential elections, to warn of sanctions to users who generate the dissemination of false content.

Trump’s incisive behavior against the electoral system provoked the reaction of the institutions and the media itself. A post-election poll conducted between November 3 and 9 (El Español 2020) confirmed that 70% of Republican voters did not think the elections were free and fair. In fact, 78% of Republicans thought, according to this poll, that it was the mail-in ballot that led to massive voter fraud. In fact, 72% of Trump supporters thought those mail-in ballots were rigged, and as many as 84% thought that manipulation occurred to Joe Biden’s benefit. These percentages contrast sharply with other pre-election polls, with only 18% of Republicans showing distrust in the electoral system prior to November 3. Trump’s conspiracy theory continues its course while from the institutions and the American electoral system categorically deny that there has been any attempt to rig the result. The New York Times set out to investigate the credibility of these accusations and made a query to each of the secretaries of the 50 U.S. states. None of them pointed out any problems in their recounts or the slightest suspicion of fraud in their respective territories (Corasaniti et al. 2020).

In short, post-election polls indicate that even those who until now had been President Trump’s fan community are speaking out against the narrative of destabilization of the system that he maintains on Twitter. The confusion of public opinion noted in the first polls (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2020) contrasts with the response of the polls conducted after the incidents on Capitol Hill (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2021) and opens a debate on the participation of citizens in the fight against disinformation.

3. Materials and Methods

In the context of unprecedented political polarization in the U.S., and in the face of Trump’s and his followers’ attempts to delegitimize the outcome of the 2020 presidential election, it is necessary to analyze the evolution of public opinion from Election Day, 3 November 2020, to the certification by the Congress of Joe Biden as president-elect, on 6 January 2021.
3.1. Research Questions and Hypotheses

In this context, it is worth studying the opinion of audiences regarding the strategy of the previous president and Republican candidate, Donald Trump. In his discourse, a constant appears related to the overturn of the constitutional process of certification of the results, through lawsuits, parliamentary filibustering and a narrative based on disinformation. Considering all the above, and in accordance with the objectives of the study, the following research questions were posed:

Q1. What have been the causes of the loss of confidence in Trump manifested by a part of the American electorate after the U.S. elections?
Q2. What is the electorate’s opinion of Trump’s populist strategy in the post-election phase?
Q3. How have Trump’s fraud speech and the incidents of the Capitol attack influenced the change of attitudes of the U.S. electorate?

Thus, we started from the main hypothesis that:

MH. Populism emerges as a communicative and discursive strategy in the context of management systems based on capitalism and globalization.

From this conjectural framework, we specified the secondary hypotheses on which this study is based. So:

SH1. Political populism, when perceived as such, generates rejection and distrust in the electorate.
SH2. The attack on the Capitol and Donald Trump’s reaction after learning the polling data generated a change in the attitude of the Republican electorate.

3.2. Methodology

For this purpose, a quantitative-qualitative methodology based on the comparative analysis of secondary data was employed. Specifically, for this research, the responses of 11,818 respondents collected by Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2020) were analyzed, to which we added 5360 corresponding to Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2021).

In essence, we drew on data published by two waves of the Pew Research’s American Trends Panel (78 and 80):

- Wave 78 of the American Trends Panel (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2020): Developed by Pew Research Center, it is an online survey panel that, through a national and random sampling, seeks to understand the attitudes of the American electorate after the 2020 presidential election. The survey was conducted on 12–17 November 2020, among 11,818 U.S. adults, including 10,399 U.S. citizens who reported voting in that election. The survey, which had a margin of sampling error of ±1.6 percentage points, was weighted to be representative of the U.S. adult population by gender, race, ethnicity, political affiliation, education and other categories.

- Wave 80 of the American Trends Panel (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2021): The Pew Research Center conducted this new survey to examine the public’s reactions to the aftermath of the 2020 presidential election, including Americans’ views of Biden as president-elect, also for ratings on the Capitol Hill assault. The survey, conducted 8–12 January 2021, consults 5360 U.S. adults recruited through random sampling with weighting, as above, to ensure representativeness of the U.S. adult population based on the variables: gender, race, ethnicity, political affiliation, education and other categories. The margin of error for this survey is ±1.9 percentage points.

With all data published by the two studies, a comparative analysis of the items corresponding to the three research questions and addressed by these surveys was proposed (Table 1). Thus, the results of the study are based on the selection of data, the interpretation of the results by items and the comparison of responses related to Trump’s political management and the discourse of delegitimization of the elections. We can note this in Table 1.
Table 1. Research questions and proposed analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>American Trend Panel 2020</th>
<th>American Trend Panel 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1 What have been the causes of the loss of confidence in Trump manifested by a</td>
<td>Figure 3. Trump and Biden’s post-election conduct evaluation</td>
<td>Figure 9. Evolution of the evaluation of Trump’s and Biden’s behavior after the presidential election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segment of the American electorate after the US election?</td>
<td>Figure 7. Trust in the candidates’ ability to manage the COVID-19 health crisis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2 How do voters view Trump’s populist strategy in the post-election phase?</td>
<td>Figure 4. Percentage of voters who believe that the U.S. elections have been well managed</td>
<td>Figure 10. Percentage of Americans who incorrectly think Trump won the election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 5. Percentage of voters who are convinced that their vote has been counted correctly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3 How have Trump’s fraud speech and the incidents of the Capitol attack</td>
<td>Figure 6. Evolution of trust in the correct recounting of the vote</td>
<td>Figure 8. Citizens who consider that Trump bears at least part of the responsibility for the Capitol disturbances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influenced the changing attitudes of the American electorate?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The referenced figures data can be seen in the results section. In any case, they are a consequence of the immersion in waves 78 and 80 of the research conducted by the Pew Research Center.

4. Results

In this research, then, we wanted to delve deeper into the results of this Pew report because we were interested in knowing the opinion of the audiences and comparing how the rejection of Trump’s policies had worsened. Likewise, the study serves as a precedent for others that are already being developed on the role of Twitter and the media as verifiers of information on the electoral process in the U.S., in a context of maximum disinformation also manifested in the opinion polls.

Once the elections were held, Donald Trump’s campaign remained active, especially on the social network Twitter, and disseminated a whole series of messages with which it constructed the story of electoral fraud. The successive waves of the American Trends Panel (ATP) elaborated by the think tank Pew Research Center throughout the post-electoral period showed a series of changes of opinion among the electorate and, especially, a decrease in the support of the Republican sector for its candidate, Donald Trump.

In this context, wave 78 of the ATP conducted by Pew Research Center noted a marked divide between Democratic and Republican voters (Figure 3). Although the states were several weeks away from finalizing the 2020 election results, Donald Trump was receiving very negative ratings for his conduct since Election Day. In fact, nearly seven in ten voters (68%) said the Republican front-runner’s conduct has been only fair or poor, including many voters who believe it has been bad (54%). In contrast, Joe Biden gets positive marks for his behavior since the 2020 presidential election. Overall, 62% of respondents note that it has been good or excellent, while 37% rate it as fair or poor. Still, nearly three times as many voters say Biden’s conduct is excellent, in contrast to what they say about Trump’s behavior (38% vs. 13%, respectively), as we can observe in Figure 3.

However, the high degree of polarization in this political scenario is reflected in the great divergences between Republican and Democratic voters. Thus, Trump has a third of his supporters (34%) who reject his conduct and almost all of Biden’s voters (99%) in favor of this rejection. In contrast, the attitude of the winner of the election is supported by almost all his voters (96%), but only by one in four Republican voters (25%). So far, there is still a significant degree of division between the supporters of one side or the other, which is a typical feature of electoral processes in which ideology takes precedence over other factors.
Figure 3. Trump and Biden’s post-election conduct evaluation. Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2020).

After we analyzed the elements related to the construction of the electoral fraud theory, we could highlight that while a majority of voters (59%) affirm that the presidential election in the United States is managed correctly (Figure 4), only 21% of Trump’s supporters show a positive view of how the process is developing. Thus, the discourse of conspiracy and denial of results that powers Trump in social networks became the main foreshortening of the change in the attitude of the Republicans themselves in the final phase of the process.

Figure 4. Percentage of voters who believe that the U.S. elections have been well managed. Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2020).

In line with the polarization and political division detected, it is noteworthy that 78% of Democratic supporters who went to the polls in person are very confident that their vote has been counted accurately (Figure 5), while in the case of Republicans it is only 19%. These divergences are even greater in the case of absentee voting, as Biden voters are overwhelmingly confident in the counting system (95%), while only one in five Trump voters are (19%). The functioning of the electoral system was the focus of the Republican
leader’s attacks since the day after the elections were held, and the polls reflect the influence that this discourse has achieved among the like-minded electorate.

![Graph showing percentage of voters who believe the vote was counted accurately.](image)

**Figure 5.** Percentage of voters who believe that the U.S. elections have been well managed. Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2020).

Trump’s rhetoric, on the one hand, and the media’s role as fact-checkers, on the other, make these divisions even more acute after the election. In this regard, Pew Research (Figure 6) notes that Biden voters’ confidence in a correct vote count is higher (+8%) than it was a month before Election Day. In contrast, Trump voters’ confidence in the vote count was lower (−29%) than in the pre-election survey. As the process progressed, the balance in favor of the legality of the recount strengthened, to the detriment of Trump’s delegitimization slogan against the electoral system.

![Graph showing evolution of trust in the recounting of the vote.](image)

**Figure 6.** Evolution of trust in the correct recounting of the vote. Source: Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2020).

It is essential to analyze the results considering the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and its influence on public opinion. The polls show a lack of confidence in the management of the government and its president. In this context, it can be observed (Figure 7) that positive opinions of support for Biden and rejection of Trump’s behavior in the face of the crisis the country would stand out.
Once again, Joe Biden and Donald Trump voters expressed greater trust in their candidate than in his opponent. However, Biden voters were especially critical of the still-president, with 86% having no confidence at all in Trump’s ability to manage the health impact of the pandemic, while Republicans who have no trust in Biden were down to 55%. In addition, 58% of Biden voters showed a lot of faith in their candidate’s ability to deal with the coronavirus, while the figure dropped to 47% for Trump voters.

Against this survey, it is worth bearing in mind the 80th wave of the American Trends Panel, produced by Pew Research days after the incidents surrounding the assault on the Capitol (6 January 2021) by Donald Trump followers. For many, Trump’s strategy of encouraging his supporters to revolt against Joe Biden’s certification of victory and to participate in riots against Congress tarnished Trump’s final days as president. In this regard, the data indicate that three-quarters of the public believed the president bears at least some responsibility for the events and 52% said that he bears a great deal of responsibility for the unfolding of these incidents. However, nearly a quarter (24%) thought that Trump bears no responsibility for these events. In addition, it is noteworthy that about half of Republicans (52%) recognized that Trump has some responsibility for the violence unleashed in the Capitol, a figure that rose to almost all Democrats (95%). In this context, the opinions collected by the polls shows the relevance that the riots against a public institution, a symbol of representative democracy, reached for the American electorate. It is from this moment on that voters, both Trump supporters and non-Trump supporters, shared in a more evident way the reaction of rejection and disagreement with his policies. We can observe this trend in Figure 8.

On the other hand, the data also show that the assessment of Joe Biden’s conduct was mostly positive, with six in 10 respondents (64%) that considered it good or very good, and even this figure rose by 2% since Election Day. In contrast, the proportion of voters who rate Trump’s conduct as negative rose from 68% in November to 76% in January. Moreover, approval among Republican voters fell to 60%, when during his entire term in office it remained between 74% and 85% (Figure 9).
Moreover, approval among Republican voters fell to 60%, when during his entire term in office. In contrast, the proportion of voters who consider Trump bears at least part of the responsibility for the Capitol disturbances, Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2021).

![Figure 8. Citizens who consider Trump bears at least part of the responsibility for the Capitol disturbances. Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2021).](image)

Despite the scenes of violence on Capitol Hill and the deterioration of Donald Trump’s image, even among his own voters, Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (Pew Research’s American Trend Panel 2021) reflects (Figure 10) that one-third (34%) of U.S. voters believed that the Republican representative won the election, a figure that rose to 75% among his constituents. In fact, it is noteworthy that only two in 10 (22%) recognized Joe Biden’s victory in the 2020 presidential election. However, the electoral delegitimization narrative lacked traction among Democratic voters (1%).

In short, the exploitation and comparison of data extracted from the two waves (78 and 80) of the American Trend Panel of Pew Research highlighted the process of changes in the electorate’s opinion about the narrative that Donald Trump has championed on the fraud of the elections. While it can be considered normal that the entire Democratic sector does not share this discourse of delegitimization of the results, what is exceptional is that a part of the Republicans disapproves of the management of their candidate and recognizes...
his responsibility in the attack on the Capitol. In any case, the levels of polarization remain in force between the two positions, although the set of responses points to a shared reaction to the disinformation.

![Percentage of Americans who incorrectly think Trump won the election](image)

**Figure 10.** Percentage of Americans who incorrectly think Trump won the election. Source: Own elaboration from Pew Research’s American Trend Panel (2021).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In modern democratic societies, populists, left or right, pretend to adopt empathy with the people, whom they theoretically represent. But this connection with society, with the voters, can be stylistic, insofar as it focuses on the form of the messages through rhetorical resources, as Kissas (2019) already pointed out, or ideological, insofar as it focuses on the content of the messages sent with a clearly propagandistic character, as Pasitselska, and Baden point out (Pasitselska and Baden 2019). A (re)negotiation of existing power relations is pursued.

Populism, in addition to being anti-elitist and anti-pluralistic, is a strategic tool for achieving political power and exercising it, which, in recent times, has found a truly valuable tool in social networks, since they provide individuals and the masses with information and resources in a fast, shocking and persuasive way, coated with a halo of truthfulness that is not always real. The increase of disinformation in social networks is evident, particularly, as has been studied in this case, on Twitter.

Data from a previous research were added that demonstrates Trump’s use, based on lies and fallacy, of Twitter as a platform to deploy his rhetoric of delegitimization of the electoral result. Taking advantage of this basis, Trump has launched, from his official account, a not inconsiderable number of messages that permeated the electorate. In previous research (Pérez-Curiel and Domínguez-García 2021) analyzing the tweets published by the US president after his defeat in the 2020 presidential election and it was shown that Trump bases his discourse on Twitter on disinformation, denouncing the alleged electoral theft (31.3%), confronting (24.8%) and defending his alleged victory (17%). In addition, the authors reflected that the Republican relies on a massive use of the propagandistic resource of fallacy (88.9%).

The rhetoric of persuasion used in this social network is based, in many political accounts, on lies and defamation. It should not be forgotten that populist political communication revolves around charismatic leaders, who launch supposed theoretical authenticities in their personality by appealing to the empathy and sympathy they are able to arouse in the people. Taking advantage of this base, Trump has launched, from his official account, a not inconsiderable number of messages that have permeated the electorate. Also, as
this research has shown, beyond the specific means used for this purpose, populism is, above all, a communicative and discursive mise-en-scène, beyond being a symptom of the political, social and economic reality of the moment. This has provoked, in this specific case, an important increase in the rejection, on the part of society, towards the candidate. In the development of Trump’s electoral period (2016–2020) and, above all, in the electoral campaign, and as a result of the COVID-19 health crisis, the high degree of polarization existing in this political scenario has been reflected in the divergences that have arisen between voters and Democrats and Republicans. Thus, consequences have been observed in two directions: at the pre-electoral level, society decided not to trust Trump with the management of the U.S.; at the post-electoral level, a large part of public opinion showed its misgivings about the correct management of the scrutiny of these elections, thus accusing the electoral system of fraud. In both cases, the perennial and progressive distrust was greater than demonstrated.

Trump, in addition, has launched many messages through Twitter in which he denied the legitimacy of the electoral process where he lost the presidency and, with this, he incited the people to rebellion so that they would stand up against the American institutions. The functioning of the electoral system has become, with this, a focus of attack, with which society was affected. In a large number of cases this led to reduced faith in the electoral system and in institutions. Thus, the conspiracy discourse and the denial of results that Trump promoted through Twitter has been the main element that has led to this change in the attitude of the Republicans themselves. Moreover, as the electoral process progressed, Trump’s delegitimization was increasing, precisely because of this public attack on the institutions and, with it, an increase in positive opinions in support of Biden.

All this leads to a reflection on the role of social networks as a means of information, and the need for fact-checking in the knowledge society, as well as a profound reasoning on the need to provide truthful and respectful messages to society and the electorate. Although they can do so, it is not the task of citizens to check every piece of information received. The media can try to alert audiences and educate them on the distinction between verified and false facts, but the public is not always capable of doing this. Along these lines, it would be interesting to propose a serious alliance between the media and social networks, as well as the signing of a code of ethics to pursue the veracity of data and the reality of information presented as facts, especially in the field of politics, as this affects all citizens.
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